
Mumbai Continues to Dominate the Bar Industry in India 

14 bars make it to the 30BestBars 2022 Top 50 list – More than double that of last year 

As you know, we’ve been working with the entity 30BestBarsIndia, the country’s only independent bar 

ranking and awards platform, which has just unveiled its 2022 edition of the Top 50 bars in the country. 

This year, due to a three-way tie, the list features 53 names – of which 14 bars are from Mumbai, more 

than double from last year’s six.  

 

With creative techniques and a stronger focus on each component that goes into a drink, Mumbai is 

spearheading cocktail culture in India and its high-quality restaurant bars are raising the standard of 

drinking experiences. From 6 bars in 2021’s Top 50 List to 14 bars in 2022’s list, the city is rapidly 

becoming a major hub for cocktail bars, restaurant bars, and lounges. What’s more, new initiatives such 

as zero-waste drinks, unique garnishes and enhanced training programs have empowered Mumbai’s 

bars to continue upping their game.  

 

The bars and breweries in Mumbai that made it to the list of Top 50 Bars in the country, listed 

alphabetically, are - 

• AER Lounge - Four Seasons Hotel 

• Americano  

• Bastian - Worli 

• Ekaa  

• House of Nomad - Taj Lands End 

• Masque  

• O Pedro  

• PCO  

• Perch Wine and Coffee Bar  

• Slink & Bardot  

• The Bombay Canteen 

• The Harbour Bar - The Taj Mahal Palace 

• The Living Room by Masque 

• Toto’s Garage 

We would be happy to set up a call with Vikram Achanta, Co-Founder of 30BestBarsIndia, to share his 

insights from this year's top 50 and what his views are on Mumbai being India’s bar leader. 

 

The 2022 edition of the annual ranking of the 30 best bars in the country will be unveiled at an awards 

ceremony in Gurgaon on January 17, 2023. We will be sure to keep you in the loop with updates! 

https://www.30bestbarsindia.in/

